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INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

LAKE ERIE AND CHANGING LAKE LEILS

People like lake shores. 'here is something about the
movement of waves against the beach, the sight of a sailboat
on a clear day, the ability to plunge into the water on a hot
summer day,, that attracts People to the lake. Shores tend to
become highly developed: Property values are.high. Lakes,
however, can be unpredictable. Storm driven waves can destroy
houses, especially if the level of the lake has risen since the
houses were built. Is this a p'roblem on Lake Erie?

1-Th

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITY A

MATERIALS

to:

WhAt you have completed this investigation you w111 be able
A ( I

. Determine whether lake levels on Lake Erie change.

Determine the effect Of an increase.in lake level.

3. Identify possible causes of changes in lake level.-
. 4r.

4. Identify the effects of regulating lake level on
Lalt. Erie and the lakesYconnected with it.

...DOES THE LEVEL OF LAKE ERIE CHANGE?

Topographic tap of Eastlake,.Ohie; 'graph paper, ruler and pencil,

tr

4
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PROCEDURE Records Of the level oE the water in Lake Erie have he,en
kept for over 100 years. Figure 2 on page 3 is a gvtph of the
average monthly level of Lake Erie measured in feet above sea
level. It .includes the period from 1918 through 1975.

Figure 1 is a small section of that graph. It includes
data for the years 1971-75.

.. 573

571 Feet
Above
Sea

Level

569

567
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Figure 1: Lake Erie Lake levels, 1971-1975

To answer questions 1-5 use Figure 1.

1. Determine the highest rter leVel for 1974-k What was
it?

2. What was the lowest water level for 1974?

3. During what season of the year did the highest water
level occur? The lowest water level?

4. What was the difference in feet between-the lowest water
level and the highest for 1974?

5. What could cause these differences in water level?
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To answer queStions 6-10-use Figure 2.

6. Is the-yearly pattern of lake-level ,dif-
ferences repeated in other years?
If so, what do you think could ttlse

such a yearly pattern?

7. In what year did the lake have the highest
water level? Hogk high was It?

8. In whet year did,the lake have the lowest
water level? What was it? What

cr is the difference between the highest and the

0DO

lowest?

9. Do you notice other patterns in lake levels?
If so, how long do they seem to be?

0
-r4

10. Can you think of any possible feasons for these
patterns?

.x

3

3 4

You'have found that the level of the:lake does change:
Do ou think that such changes would be a threat to
buildings along.the shore?

To answer questions 11-16 you will work with a topographic
map of an area of Lake County, east of Cleveland.

11. Locate the mouth of the Chagrin River.. ipaw a
topographic prqfile of the area of houses'on the
north-east side of the river. Start'in the lake.
Draw the proAle perpendicular to the shore,
ending 1.,t near' Jefferson School.

. .

12. This map was demon in 1963. Using Fiiure 2, dvter-
mine the highest level of water that year. Pik

tthis ele >vation on your profile. .

4

w 13. Acc,rding to Figure 2, whaX was the maximum height
o..

. of tht-lake level in 1973? Plot thisbcri on your profile.
1

4.
..

14. Do you think the change in lake level caused any
flooding in the housing aivision? If so,
where?

6

Ts

I
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Actually,'a great deal of damage occurred along the iake
shore in the mid-1970's. It occurred during storms. Stdrms
actually raise the lake level temporarily as in Figure 3.
Strong wthds blowing from the west across'Lake Erie have
raised the lake level as much As eight feet at Buffalo, New
York.

A

Wind
C"r

ss+111110.

Storm Water Level
...N.. Ow* MM.

. =.
w, . Undisturbed water Level

4' Di f ference
i n Lake

Level

Figure 3. PROFILE OF A LAKE SHOWING EFFECT OF WIND ON LAKE LEVEL

15. If a storm occurring in 1973 raisedlake level
in the vicinity of the Chagrin %iver as much
as three feet, how large an area would have
been flooded? . Remember the lake
level determined in 13 above.

.2

16. If the storm also caused four-foot high waves,
how many hOuses might be damaged?

Most of the damage was actually the result of the erosion of
cliffs along the lake. Storm waves cut at the base of the,cliffs.

.They collapsed into the surf, taking any buildings along with them.
In this way, higher lake levels have caused the shore of Lake,Erie
to movi south.

On the Canadian (north) shore'oi the lake, erosion is three
times aterapid. There are two reasons for this. The Cawidian
shore is largely underdeveloped farm land whereas the Ohio side is
heavily developed' with houses, ports,Afactories, etc.
and other development tend to slow down the erosion proceis.1 'Also, -

the wind tends to come more often from the southwest Olen from any
other direction. This causes greater wave and current action on
the Canadian shore.

1.
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ACTIVITY

MATERIALS

PROCEDIE

4.

WHO WOULD WTHE RESULT OF REGULATING THE LEVEL OF LAKE ERIE?.

Three plastic containers (lakes), a fourth clontainer
(precipitation device) and another to catch outflow.

To reduce the pr6blems of erosion, some people have
suggested that the level of Lake Erie be lowered and maintained
at a constant level.

The flow of water into and out of Lake Erie could be
controlled (regulated) through the use of dams and other devices.
In this activity, you will study the eligect of reAplating the
level of Lake Erie upon the levels of -the lakes both upstream
andI'dvwnstream from Lake Erie (See Figure 4).

1. Set up your apparatus as 1.11,Figure 5. The tall plastic
contairter will reprk?.*ent Lae Hur2U which is upstream ,
from Lake Erie. The cut in the side of the container
represents the outlet df the lake. Note that a piece
of plastic has been left covering the slit. This can
be either opened or closed, thus controlling the pow.
out of Lake Huron and into Lake Erie. Lake Erie is
represented by a larger but lower container. It too
has a slit in .the side representing the ouilet of the
Lake. 'Lake Erie is sitting in an even larger container
which represents Lake Ontario. The three containers
together represertt g model of the thre'et Great Lakes.

2. Fill each of the lakes with water then wait until the
lake level ik eachlake noT longer changes. Mark this
level on the outside of each container.

The level you marked is the level that would occur if no
water ever enftred or left any of the fakes. Of course this
does not occur in nature. The level of each of the lakes at a
given time will b9 determined by the amount of water enteting the
lakes and any variations in the rate of'flow of this water' through
the lake system.

5

3. Be sure that the outlets tf Lakes Huron dnd Erie-Are in
the closed position. Some water should still be able tO
pass through tlie outlet. This posieion represents the
way the lakes re naturally. The levels are not contr011ed
by dams. Fill the precipitation container with water.

---- TOL waNr in this ,container represents the fall of rain
and sriow (precipitation) into the lakes and the rivers ,
that feed them. Pottr this water into Lake Huron as

) rapidly as possible,"without hiring any overflow the side
i of the lake. Mark on the side of each container the

maximum lake level. ti,

\
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4. Is tile maximum (hikhest) lake level in all three
lakes reached at the sem& time? Discuss.

a

5. Fill theAprecipitation container again. Pour the
water into'Lake Huron more slowly.than you did in
Step 5. This represents a lower rate of precipitation--
than in Step 5., Mark the maximum lake level for
each lake. Do ate lakes reach as high a level when
the rate of precipitation is less? Discuss.

6., 'Open the outlet of Lake Huron keeping Lake Erie closed.
Repeat the procedure for the two different rates of
,precipitation. Describe what happens to the lake levels
in Huron and Erie.

7. Now open the outlet-if Lake Erie keeping Lake Htiron open
also and repeat the procedure for the same 'two rates of
precipitation. Describe what happens to the lake levels
of Huron and Eriet

8. What happens when only one la e atä -time is regulated?
r

a

9. .How would you design &regulation system.that could keCp''
Lake Erie's water level from raising or'lowering too much

or too fast?
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Changes in laketlee1 are-thought to be due primarily
to changes in the amount for rate of precipitation. These
changes follow a yearly pattern (Remember your answers to

ger term cycle. Perhaps you detected this in igure 2.

Steps 1 through 6, Activity A). There also be a
1406

In this activity you used a model of the lakes to invesl-
tigate the effects of adding precipitation to lakes upstream
from Lake Erie. The flow-through of that precipitation changed
lake levels downstream. In nature, the situation is more
,complicated because precipitation. will be added to all of the
,lakes directly through run-off from yivers and streams entering '

the lakes. Figure 6 illustrates the relative importance of each
source of water for each of the lakes. Any'sprogram to regulate
the level of Lake Erte tust take into account all sources of
wateF and their.posSifile effects on lake level.

REVIEW
QUESTIONS 1. How much has the level of Lake Erie changed over the

past 57 years'?
_

2. What patterns or.cycles_are there in the changes in
the leveof Lake Erie?

. 3. What have been some of the effects Of an increase in
the level of the lake?

4. What causes the leel of the lake touchange?

5. How could the level of the lake be regulated?

6. What effects would regulating Lake Erie havesyupaz the
other lakes in the Great Lakes system?

9
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0EAGL5ANVESTIGATION #5

Completed April, 1979

i.

This instructional activity wai prepared with the' support
. of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admipistration Grant

Nos. 04-158-44099 and 04-8-M01-170. Hovever, any opinions,
findings,-conclusions, or recommendations expressedsherein

i

aria those of the authors, and lo not necessarily reflecl
thiviews of NOAA.

Figure TG 1 is from the publiCation Further Regulation of the.
Great Lakes of the International Joint Commission.
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INVESTIGATION

OVERVIEW

PREREQUISITE
STUDENT
BACKGROUND

At.

LAKE ERIE AND CHANGING LAKE LEVELS

In Activity A students determine how the water level
in Lake Erie has changed over the years since 1918. TOis
is accompilished by examining a graph of"Lake Erie mean
water levels. Their attention is drawn to the cyclic
natdre of lake'level changes and the damages that can
occur when the lake level rises. The effect of storms
on lake level is also explored.

In Activity B students study possible results of
regulating the lake's water level.and the role of preci-
pftatIoh'in causing changes in lake level.

1

Students should be able to read graphs and topographic
maps and draF topographic profiles.

MATERIALS Topographic maps of Eastlake, Ohio) graph paper, rulers,
'pencils. For each lab group: three plastic containers of
various sizes (lakes), a fourth container to catch overflow
and a fifth for 'a precipitation device. (See.-Figure 4 of
the Student Guide.)

OBJECTIVES When the students have completed this investigation they
shOuld be able to:

Determine whether lak: levels on Lake Erie change.

2. Determine the effects of an increase in lake level.,

3. Identify possible causes of changes in lake level.

Identify the effects of regulating lake level:/bn
, 'Lake Erie and ehe lakes connected with it,*

SUGGESTED
APPROACH . Activity A-should be done individually with two students

sharing one topographic-map.

Activity B should be completad in groups of 3. One stu-
dent should read the instructions, one operate the equipment
and the third observe and Keport data.

a
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Introduce the investigation by a discussion with yopr
students related to points raised in the Introduction to
the Student Guide. Additional information can be obtained
froil.the'reference included c the end of this guide.
You should also conduct a post-investigation discussion.
Be sure that the points included at various places in
the Student Guide are undeutood.

The film "Not Man's to Command° ts available through
the Public Relation6 Unit, Canada Cen,tre for Inland Yaters,
P.O. Box 5050, Burlington, Ontarig, L7Rs4A6. It deals with
many of the problems,in trying to regulate the Great Lakes.
If-available it should be shown as &follow-up to the In-
vestigation.

ACTIVITY A [)OES THE LEVEL OF LAKE ERIE CHANGE?

PROCEDURE In this activity students learn of the cyclic nature of
lake levels on Lake Erie, the effect of wind in setting up
-the lake and the combined effects of the two processes in
producing flooding in an area of Ohio.

1. 573.2' above sea level

2. 572.0' above sea leyel

411'

3. Highest water level occurrea in spring and the lowest
in winter.

4. 573.2' - = 1.2'

5. Variations in,lake levels are due primarily to changes
in the amount or rate of precipitation. Note that late
winter tends to be a .time of low lake-level. Precipi-
tation Is relatively light at that time of the year,
and'any thatdoes fall is likely co be<held either
in the,snow pack, or asfrozen ground water,. During.
the spring the combifiat,ion of tun-off from the winter
and high precipitation tends to produce high lake leVels.

6. The pattern of lake level differences is repeated in
other years, but not always as' clearly as for 1974. The
reason for this pattern is discussed above.

7. :The highest water level occurred in 1973 and 1974. Ft

was 573.2 feet above sea level.
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ACTIVITY B

>.

12. The highest wpter level in 1963 was 570 feet above
na level..

.13. The highest level in 1973 was just over 573 feet
above sea'level. ,

14. Itwould appear from the plot on the profile that
this threelebot rise in lake level was not enough
to flood any of the housing development. The
higher lake level, however, would have increased the
rate of erosion of the beach and the adjacent cliffs.
This would have resulted in undermining the cliffs,
landslides, and the accompanying destruction of
property.

157 A storm occurring in 1973 wOuld have raised the lake
level to 576 feet, or more.' Therefore, during.a
storM extensive flooding could, and did,,take plaCe
'as far back as the slight rise northwest.of the roads.

14. High waves accompanying the .stormlwould do a great deal
of damage 'over that area. 'In facE, this was an area
that sustained a great deal of damage during the
summer of 1973. students could count the number,pf
houses in the flat Eirea adjacent to the mouth of the
river% There are well over 100. Not all Of them,
however, actually sustained damage.

WHAT WOULD BE THE RESULT OF REGULATING THE LEVEL OF LAKE ERIE?
. . .

The purpose Of Activity B is to explore the effect con-
trolling the level of Lake Erie has upon the levels of the
Great Lakes.

4
Questions,1-3.

procedure. . viv

.

Set the apparatus .up ahead of time to test it. You will'then
know, that each set-up ia working so that the, students can compiete
the procedures on %heir own with-minimum supervision from yop.

The set-up and preliminary experiment

4. Maximum lake levels were not reached at the same time.

"Lake,Huron" overflows f.irst, then "Lake Erie," then
"liz2ke Ontario." The lag is a function of the flow-
through time needed for the water to move from "Lake
Huron",to "Lake Oritaerio."

21 s,
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8. The lowest water level occurred in 1934. It was
, 567.9 feet above sea level. The difference between
the highest and the lowdst is 5.3 feet.

9. There does'seem to be abo
ti/ a

20 to 25 year patteldn.
It is repeated twice betw en 1928 and 1952 and
between 4952 and 1973. Figure TG 1 is a graph of

.. lake levels between 1860 and 1917. Note that this
20 to Z5 year pattern does not seem to persistv You
might use this as an example to your students of the
dangers'of making generalizatioris based upon limited
data.

10. The longer term variations, though they may not be
cyclic, did Occur. They are probably related to
changes in overall climate in the Great Ldies region.

Students use the 15' quadrangle,of',East1ake, Ohio,for this
part of the activity. They will find the light (5') contour
lines veridifficult to iread In'the portion of the, map they ire
using. in.fact, in places the lines converge:1' It is not
important that they locate each line. They should note that
the lines tend to group close to the (heavier contour lines.
They can draw the profiles'accordingty.

11. See Figure TG 2'for a comple ed profile. Students
should be careful not to.use tc26 great a 'vertical
sexaggeration; 100 to 150 feet to the inch would be,
appropriate; The heavx!soktou line close to the
lake shore is the 575 foot line

050

. 625
Feet
Above 600

Sea 575
Level

550
. Lake School

Figure TG 2
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REVIEW
QUESTIONS ,

's..

111

5 t s5iih the lower rates of precipitation, lake leVels
do not rise to as'high a Maximum level. This is
analogous to what happens in nattve. Help students
to tie this to their answer toouesrion 6 of Actidity.
A. They should realize that like levels are related
to the rates of precipitation.

. Opening the outlet to Lake Huron resultm,in more
rapid flow through of the precipitation and thus a

lower'maximum level in Lake Huron and higher maximum
lake levels in Lake Erie.

7. The maximum lake levels reached in both lakes should be
lower than when both outlets wereonosed. Therefore,
by producing an increased outflow in both lakes their
maximum lake levels would be reduced.

8. In this model, students regulate a'lake 9nIy by in-
creasinethe outflow of water. In this case, then,
introducing regulation.in one 'lake caused higher lake
levels in the lake downstream. In reality, the outflow
from a lake can also be reduced by closing dams thete-
by reducing lake level downstream.

9. You should accept any reasonable answer. SysteMs of
dams and deepened and widened channels are most
commonly used in regulating lake level.,

1. The maximum difference in water levels since 1918 has
been about 6.3 feet.

2 The Lake'Eriecyater level has had cyclic changes over
the,time _that waterlevel records have.been 'kept. There
is ,t1 seasonal cycle and .there may also be a much l ger
cycle of about 25 years.

3. Increased lakOivvels have caused flooding and increased
shore erosiorv. ,The flooding and erosion have had
significant economic impact on shoreline hqmes, and
on businesses and recreption areas.

4. Short term "changes in lake level ares.caused 6), wind.
Annual changes are caused by variations in the amount
of precipitation.

23
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5. Lake levels could be regulated by increasing the
outlet size and thereby increasing the possible
outflow or by damming the uPstream lake in order /

to preclAely'regulate the amount of water flowing
in.

Ey. The dammed upstream take(s) would experience increased
flooding and shore erosion, while the downstream lake(s)
would tend to have a more consistent water level.

The two ma4 causes of changes in the levels of the lakes
are wind set-up and ,changes in precipitation. Wine set-up is
Caused by the persistent blowing of wind in a single direction
over a prolonged period of time. This causes a "piling up" of
water at the downwind end or side of the lake. Wind set-up
tends to have a short range effect on lake level and cdn produce
daily variations. 'Changes in the amount and rate of precipitation
have longer range effects on;lake level. In Activity A, students
dlscover annual variation which is due to precipitation. There
are longer cycles that are undoubtedly also related to precipi-
tation and in turn to cllmatic fluCtuations in the drainage
basin of the Great Lakes.

Lake Erie lake levels could be regulated by controlling the
outflow through the Niagara River and/or by controlling the
inflow from Lake Huron through the Detroit River. A channel.1r

would have to be constructed around the Niagara gorge to
carry the necessary outflow during high water seasons. This
increased outflow could increase the level of Lake Ontario,
causing damage, or if it were passed rapidly through Ontario, it
could cause damage on the floodplain of the St. Lawrence River.
Controlling the amount of inflow, conversely would taise'the
level of Lake Huron and cause damage there. To effectively
modify the level of Lake Erie, then, the entire Great Lakes sys-
tem would have to be controlled. This would be terribly expen-
sive. In .1976, the International Joint Commission-recommended'
againstthis because of.the high-cost ,and relatively low benefits.

During the 1.950's a series Of dams and channels was construct-
ed on the St. Lawrence River at the outlet of Lake Ontario. Be-
ginning in 1960 these structures were used to regulate the lake
levels in Lake Qntario. Between 1960 and 1974 thelevel of the

A
lake varied between a low of 241.7-and a high of 247.9; A-range of
6.2 feet. If regulation had not occurred, lake level would have
varied between 241.10and 249.1; a range of 7.7 feet. Lake.
Superior is also regulated. A series of stxuctures that modified
the amount of outflow from Lake Superior had been built in the,

. sae

c.



\
St. Ma5'y's River starting in the late 1800's., In 1921 a
systematic Rlan for the regulation of Phe lake was,implemen-
ted,

As 'noted in this activity, the years 1973 and 1974 were
high level years in Lake Erie. The other lower lakes also
experienced high waters in those years. To help control this

;

problem, the outflow from Lake Superior was. reduced. This
would be an'actual aPplication of,the ideas modeled in the

, second part of thiS InVestigation.

-REFUENCES
_ International _Joint Commission, Furthpr-RegulAtion of the

Great Lakes, 1976. Figures 1,21,4, and 6 are adapted, from
_.

this-publication.. It provides a good overview of the history,
mechanisms, and potential benefits of regulating the Great Lakes.

The March, 1979 . issue (Vol 9, #6) of tge Great Lakes
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damage'studies. It provides excellent background information
for this activity. It is published by'the Great Lakes basin ,
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EVALUATION
ITFMS

A

.4

1.. In general, the highest yearly lake levels in Lake Erie occur in

almost any season\of the year.
2. fall,

1*3 . late.spring or summer.
, 4. whiter.

2. The most likebOcause of seasonal.changes4n lake jeyel is

1. rate of evaporaiion.
2. regulation of the lakeY
3. ',erosion ot the oUtlet of,the lake.

*4. precipitation.

3, An increase in the level of Lake Erie helps to cause

1. migration of waterfowl. -

*2: destruction ofshore property.
3. deposition of beaches.
.4. an increase in.preapit
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4. Whic)zk of the followl.ng contribbtes.to the destruction of
.shOre 1:)...operty along Lake Erie? '

waves.
2. Pollution of lake water.
3. increased use of beaches for recreational purposes.
4. regulation of the'lake.

S. Small temporary (day or two) changes in lake levels can be
caused by

.*1. high wifids blowing'in a single direction.
, 2.- regulating the level of the lake.
3. changes in the number of ships in the lake. /

4. changes in the rate of precipitation over the? lake.

.. wile^
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